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Earnings season is a period when a large number of publicly traded companies releases their quarterly mandatory earnings report. These

reports allow investors to assess the companies’ performance over the last three months. During earnings season, some investors are able to

profit of short-term gains when the results of companies beat their projections or expectations. We expect the upcoming earning reports to

reflect the full impact of the lockdown measures on companies' business operations, hence, restoring direction to our equity market; as

investors will have greater insight about how companies weathered the coronavirus pandemic. Since the work from home orders was lifted on

June 1st, 2020, our local market continues to trade side-ways, an indication of a lack of investor confidence. History has shown that the

equities market tend to rebound, especially over a long-term horizon, as such it is important to position portfolios in high-quality assets that

have strong fundamental value. When looking for money-making opportunities in uncertain times, start small and ensure you are diversified

across major asset classes (equities, fixed income, cash and safe haven assets) and major regions/sectors. Investors with a risk profile of

‘moderately aggressive’ to ‘aggressive’ who wish to enter the market, at a minimum, should follow our 3 key suggestions listed below.

1. Invest for the long-term – investments in the market should be locked away for long-term goals, earning interest on the interest you

receive by sticking to a disciplined investing plan.

2. Contribute gradually - Invest a fixed sum regularly into the same investment products over a long-term period. This allows you to buy

more units should prices fall.

3. Most importantly Diversify- consider low-cost funds which give you exposure to a broad range of stocks while also looking to add different

asset classes to your portfolio.

The more conservative investor can benefit from these strategies by investing in a collective investment scheme such as Barita FX Growth

Fund and Capital Growth Fund.

What to look for in the equity market?

In general, companies that are best suited to weather this pandemic will have revenue diversification, low leverage (low levels of debt), strong

management teams, history of organic revenue and better than expected earnings growth in quarters following the economic lockdown. More

Specifically, regarding our Financial companies, investors should be looking at loan loss reserves provisions – have these been increased

significantly Q/Q? What are the trends in revenues during the quarter, are fees, trading or interest income the main contributors and is this

sustainable going forward? How is the company’s capitalization, does it remain very well capitalized? What about earnings, was the company

profitable despite the weak quarter? – on the basis of the answers to these questions, do you think the company performed better than

expected and would you expect the performance to only get better going forward?

As for our Manufacturing & Distribution (M&D) companies, investors should be looking at how they are preforming in respect of revenues and

earnings and what does that say about the economic position of household (consumer spending) and the sectors these companies contribute

to (for instance, tourism). Should companies in the M&D sector hold up better than we expect might suggest that an economy recovery could

be quicker and anticipated, which would be a tailwind for risky assets. Investors can use this information to get ahead of the crowd and begin

positioning themselves in the local equities market.

For alternative indusrties, investors should be looking at companies that shows resilience in the face of the crisis. For instance, Wigton

Windfarm Limited, as the company’s primary options are immune to the impacts of COVID-19 since they operate in the Energy sector. Also we

must look to companies that are beneficiaries from the crisis. Given the closure of our borders, consumers would have switched consumer

focused towards e-commerce, as such, Mailpac Group Limited is well positioned to capitalize. Finally, investors should be aware of companies

that have good rebound potential post crisis. We recommend Wisynco as it has one of the biggest distribution networks, if not the largest, in

Jamaica, complemented by a large portfolio of consumer goods. They are also heavy suppliers to the tourism industry which recently

reopened. Thus, we expect to see a similar recovery with the company's earnings.

Investors must also be aware of what guidance the companies’ management team are providing. What is their tone regarding the future: are

they negative, optimistic, still unsure? Earning guidance is important because management knows its business better than anyone else and has

more information on which to base its expectations on than any number of analyst. In our current economic situation clouded with grave

uncertainly, earning guidance because an invaluable tool for investors to use to not only gauge expectations but also to position themselves

effectively for the upcoming earning season.
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For the week ended July 17th, 2020, majority of our
local stock market indices improved when compared
over the prior week figures. The Main Market Index
increased by 2.33%, the JSE All Jamaican Composite
Index increased by 2.40%, the JSE Junior Market
Index declined by 0.22%, the JSE Combined Index
increased by 2.15% and the JSE USD Equities Index
decreased by 1.81%.

The biggest winner in the week was Caribbean Cream.
Limited which increased by 21.43% to close at J$3.40.
The biggest loser was Consolidated Bakeries Limited
falling by 20.78% to close at J$1.22.

Year to date, all the major equity indexes are still
down by high double digits (see, the table below); and
three months since March, has been relatively flat.

Since March, the stock market has remained relatively
flat, with much lower trading volumes and value of
transactions when compared to the similar period in
2019. For the week ending July 17, 2020, Market
volume amounted to 79,301,837 units valued at over
J$784,382,429.21. Wigton Windfarm Limited was
volume leaders with 41,215,664 units (51.97%)
following by Transjamaican Highway Limited with
10,392,353 units (13.10%) and Sagicor Select Funds
Limited – Financial with 4,753,570 units (5.99%).

As we approach earnings season, the market is pulling
back as we prepare to see the full extent of the
economic lockdown on companies’ operations. Last
week we observe that mainly retail investors were in
the markets as corporates are more cautious in
approaching earning season.

At the onset of the COVID-19 outbreak, the Ministry of
Finance (MoF) assembled a “COVID-19 Task Force”
comprised of industry technocrats across multiple
industries and civil societies. The goal of this task force
was to assess the likely impact COVID-19 will have on
Jamaica and to recommend actionable policies that could
be implemented to enable Jamaica to weather this storm.

One of the important insights derived from this report is
that Jamaica’s economic recovery will depend on the
ability to implement a large range of policies,
programmes and legislations in a coordinated fashion.
But there is significant obstructions to achieving this
including insufficient capacity of technical legal, financial,
project management, IT, communication, policy,
parliamentary and drafting resources at the appropriate
levels in the public sector.

A positive to be taken away from this report though is
that Jamaica’s COVID-19 economic recovery will take
time but less than in prior crisis. This is due to the.
Strong fiscal measures undertaken by Jamaica during the
recently concluded IMF program that ended in November
19. We are much better prepared when compared to
previous times and this should resonate confidence into
the domestic economy once a collective buy-in from all
stakeholders involved in the economy.

Investors with a high-risk profile are also encouraged to
increase their exposure to the developed countries to be
the first to experience the benefits of a global economic
recovery as Jamaica’s recovery is expected to lag behind
a global recovery. As our local market continues to trade
side-ways, an indication of a lack of investor confidence,
we urge investors to resist trying to time the market but
instead use a phase-in approach to take advantage of low
prices and still be in a position to capitalize should prices
fall further.
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Index 17/7/2020 10/7/2020 31/12/2019
Week/Wee

k
Year-to-

Date

JSE Main Market 375,955.23 367,397.15 509,916.44 +2.33% -26.27%

JSE Junior Market 2,529.34 2,532.08 3,348.97 -0.22% -24.47%

JSE Combined Market 373,121.12 365,273.89 505,253.98 +2.15% -26.15%

JSE USD Equities Market 185.42 188.84 226.23 -1.81% -18.04%



This week was was filled with important data points
that continue to fit into the puzzle of what the “New
Normal” will manifest to be. During the past week, we
saw earning releases by companies spanning the
financial, technology and retail sectors. We also saw
important economic data with regards to jobless
claims, housing starts, retail sales and inflation. The
combination of data will continue fueling the
arguments of the ’type’ of recovery to be expected.
Interesting enough, China reported a GDP growth of
3.2% for the quarter ending June. This is interesting
on the basis that by the ‘technical’ definition of a
recession (two consecutive quarters of contraction),
China never experienced a recession. Thus, this would
state that china experienced somewhat of a ’V’ shaped
recovery. But, the rising level of cases within the US
has made them the new epicenter of the virus with
concerns about the pace at which classes are
climbing. ease. The implications of the rising cases is
a longer than expected full recovery of the US which is
a major cog in the machine which is the global
economy.

The underlying developments in the US remain
relatively fluid as there remains ongoing debates
about reopening's, the level of the next fiscal stimulus,
the level of employment within the economy. What is
clear is that the recovery is not as straight forward as
many would have expected it to be. As more economic
data continues to flow, with recent developments
pertaining to a potential vaccine being prepared with
positive trial results, uncertainty still remains within
the marketplace. Outside of this, the Federal Reserve
has maintained their stance that they stand ready and
able to provide support to the market and the
government through the purchasing of treasuries.

• Rising coronavirus infections in large economies 
such as the U.S., Brazil and India have underlined 
the fragility of the economic rebound and increased 
the risk of a “W-shaped” recovery, according to 
economists at research firm IHS Markit. 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/07/17/rising-
coronavirus-infections-risk-a-w-shaped-recovery-
economists-warn.html

• The Commerce Department reported Friday that 
new homes were started at a seasonally adjusted 
annual rate of 1,186,000 in June after a modest 
recovery in May followed steep declines in April and 
March. Even after a second straight month of 
increases, construction activity remains 4% below 
last year’s pace. 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/07/17/housing-starts-
june-2020.html

• The number of Americans who filed for 
unemployment benefits rose more than expected 
last week as the country continues to grapple with 
the economic impacts of the coronavirus pandemic. 
Initial weekly jobless claims came in at 1.3 million 
for the week ending July 11, the Labor Department 
said Thursday. Economists polled by Dow Jones 
expected 1.25 million. 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/07/16/weekly-jobless-
claims.html

• Europe's economy will contract more sharply this 
year and take longer to recover from the 
coronavirus pandemic than previously expected, 
piling pressure on EU leaders to finalize plans for a 
huge recovery package. 
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/07/07/economy/eu-
commission-summer-2020-forecast/index.html
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Index 17/7/2020 10/7/2020 31/12/2019 Week/Week Year-to-Date

Dow Jones 26,671.95 26,075.30 28,462.14 2.28% -6.54%

S&P 500 3,224.73 3,185.04 3,234.85 1.25% -0.19%

NASDAQ 100 10,645.22 10,836.33 8,733.07 -1.76% 21.90%

FTSE 100 6,290.30 6,095.41 7,542.44 +3.19% -16.60%

Euro Stoxx 50 3,365.60 3,296.22 3,748.47 +2.10% -10.13%

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/07/17/rising-coronavirus-infections-risk-a-w-shaped-recovery-economists-warn.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/07/17/housing-starts-june-2020.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/07/16/weekly-jobless-claims.html
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/07/07/economy/eu-commission-summer-2020-forecast/index.html
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We continue to observe opportunities in U.S. equities
and global bond markets. We continue to firm up our
thesis on an economic rebound locally, which we
expect to occur after investors have digested the full
impact to the company’s June quarter earnings. As our
tourism sector has reopened, we could see people
starting to take vacations. Our long-term outlook
remains positive given that the economy is most likely
to recover on the back of the adaptive capacity of
businesses, their embracing of technology, extensive
support from multilateral entities and a potential
vaccination against this virus.

• The Jamaican Dollar depreciated by 1.83%
against the U.S. Dollar week on week to
settle at $146.69 as at close of trade
Friday, relative to J$144.05 per US$1.00 at
the end of the prior week. Year to date
devaluation closed the period at 10.65%.

• Since the outbreak of the COVID-19, the
Bank of Jamaica (BOJ) has been proactive
in providing adequate liquidity support to
our local institutions. However, this has
been difficult especially seeing that
manufacturers and importers have been
demanding additional foreign exchange to
purchase raw materials to carry out their
business in preparations for the upcoming
hurricane season, as well as market players
engaging in precautionary purchasing.

• On Friday, July 17, 2020, Bank of Jamaica
offered for sale US$20 million to Authorized
Dealers and selected Cambios through a B-
FXITT Flash Auction. The weighted average
accepted bids was J$146.66 with total
accepted bids being J$US$37.79 million

• As at July 17th, 2020, the total outstanding
FX Swap Arrangement is US$73.00 million
with US$2 million maturing at the end of this
week.

“An 
investment in 
knowledge 
pays the best 
interest” –
Benjamin Franklin

USD Foreign Exchange Market 
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Currency Pair
17/7/2

0
10/7/2

0
31/12/

19
Week/
Week

Year-
to-

Date

JMD: USD 146.69 144.05 132.57 -1.83%
-

10.65%

JMD:CAD 107.58 107.77 100.70 +0.18%-6.83%

JMD:GBP 181.72 183.66 170.64 -1.06% -6.49%



• The Money Market Fund increased 0.25%
week-on-week, the FX Bond Portfolio
increased by 0.15%, the F.X. Growth Portfolio
increased by 0.15%% in value, and the Real
Estate Portfolio decreased 0.21% in value.
The Capital Growth Fund decreased 0.25%
week over week.

• Barita's Collective Investment Schemes
("CIS") offer the opportunity for investors to
remain invested in the market at this delicate
stage of the market cycle; moreover, there is
a diversification benefit and opportunity to
have a professional portfolio manager make
the best-in-class professional judgements on
your behalf.

• The F.X. Growth Fund which is benchmarked
against the S&P 500 has been performing
better than the benchmark, which is still
down year to date by 3.12%, while the FX
growth fund is positive at 0.13%. This fund
helps investors to gain exposure to the U.S.
equities market, without taking on the risk of
directly investing in a single company.

• The Capital Growth Fund suffered the same
fate as our local equity market but remains
above the year to date performance of the
combined index. This is as attractive as
securities were also oversold during the
March selloff and represented an attractive
entry point to be capitalized on. On a year
to date basis, the Capital Growth Fund
outperforms the local Combined Index of
the JSE.

• The FX Bond Portfolio remains an attractive
fixed-income portfolio, especially taking into
consideration the large retreat from
emerging market (E.M.) securities. With
investors seeking "safe haven" in a more
developed market (D.M.) securities and
essentially selling down their positions in
E.M. securities, opportunities were exposed
for our fund managers to capitalize on.
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Unit Trust Performance

“The fool 
wonders, the 
wise man asks”
– Benjamin Disraeli 
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”The Longer You’re Not Taking Action,
The More Money You’re Losing” 
– Carrie Wilkerson

Unit Trust Fund 17/7/2020 10/7/2020
Week/Wee

k 
Return

Year-to-
Date 

Return 
1 Year 
Return

Yield

Capital Growth 77.2394 77.4343 -0.25% -20.20% -12.62% -

Money Market 14.5728 14.5359 0.25% 1.44% 2.37% 2.13%

Income Portfolio 100.00 100.00 - - - 2.37%

FX Bond Portfolio (US$) 1.2969 1.2950 0.14% -3.37% 0.10% 1.62%

Real Estate Portfolio 6,246.41 6,259.33 -0.21% 21.41% 62.00% -

FX Growth Portfolio 0.9163 0.9149 0.15% 2.30% 5.03% -



• The underlying developments in the US
remain relatively fluid as there remains
ongoing debates about reopening's, the level
of the next fiscal stimulus, the level of
employment within the economy. What is
clear is that the recovery is not as straight
forward as many would have expected it to
be. As more economic data continues to flow,
with recent developments pertaining to a
potential vaccine being prepared with positive
trial results, uncertainty still remains within
the marketplace.

• A positive to be taken away from this report
though is that Jamaica’s COVID-19 economic
recovery will take time but less than in prior
crisis. This is due to the fiscal measures
undertaken by Jamaica during the recently
concluded IMF program that ended in
November 2019. We are much better
prepared when compared to previous times
and this should resonate confidence into the
domestic economy once a collective buy-in
from all stakeholders involved in the
economy.

• Investors with a risk profile of ‘moderately
aggressive’ to ‘aggressive’ who wish to enter
the market, at a minimum, should follow our
3 key suggestions listed below:

1. Invest for the long-term – investments in the
market should be locked away for long-term
goals, earning interest on the interest you
receive by sticking to a disciplined investing
plan.

2. Contribute gradually - Invest a fixed sum
regularly into the same investment products
over a long-term period. This allows you to
buy more units should prices fall.

3. Most importantly Diversify- consider low-cost
funds which give you exposure to a broad
range of stocks while also looking to add
different asset classes to your portfolio.
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“The stock market is a device 
for transferring money from 
the impatient to the patient”
– Warren Buffet
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